Q-BEO

The epitome of elegance
NEW

KLUDI Q-BEO
The epitome of elegance
Precise contours, timeless elegance. KLUDI Q-BEO is the gem on the side
of the washbasin or the bath. The clear lines and tensioned surfaces of these
mixer collections take their cue from the contour of an elegant perfume
bottle – a promise of exclusiveness and elegance that KLUDI Q-BEO, too,
can emanate.
The design is well thought through and reduced to the finest detail –
edges and projections are avoided wherever possible in the interests of
a clear overall aesthetic. For example, in KLUDI Q-BEO surface-mounted
fittings, the escutcheons are not visible as would normally be the case:
thermostat, shower mono mixer and combined bath filler and shower
mono mixer can be installed flush with the wall.

single lever basin mixer DN 15
500260565
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KLUDI Q-BEO

One aesthetic – two
design interpretations
KLUDI Q-BEO celebrates the versatility of the cubic form. Thanks to its
tensioned surfaces, this exquisitely sleek and minimalist fitting looks smooth
and appealing – a surface that just begs to be touched.
What do you prefer? Cubic and exclusive or classic and elegant?
The two available operating concepts suit all needs. With the broad lever of
the mono mixer that’s a pleasure to grasp, using water from the washbasin
becomes an intuitive pleasure. For those who prefer something a little more
exclusive, there’s the three-hole basin mixer. The substantial L spout with its
solid, cubic handles is an eye-catcher for more spacious wash areas.

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
501430565
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The highlight for
the side of the bath

single lever bath- and
shower mixer DN 15
504430565

The right mixer for the personal luxury of an
extended soak in the bath:
KLUDI Q-BEO embodies pleasure and joie de
vivre. Here, too, the cubic handles of the four-hole
bath filler and shower mixer on the side of the bath
provide an attractive touch and underscore the
function of the bath as an exclusive spa in your own
four walls – a design element that is followed right
through to the elegant, square hand spray.
The showerhead can be poised at an angle of up
to 30 degrees and adjusted for an extra measure
of personal comfort. The diverter pull knob for the
shower function appears almost to hover above
the flat, filigree spout of this elegant bath filler –
consistency down to the last detail.

single lever bath- and
shower mixer DN 15
504240565
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KLUDI Q-BEO

Convenient showering
The shower thermostat in matching Q-BEO
design guarantees a particularly pleasant shower
experience.
The integrated thermostatic element regulates
the shower water to the preselected temperature –
simply and quick as a flash.
This technology also offers outstanding safety
aspects because the body of the fitting features
KLUDI Safe Touch, which means it is never more
than hand-warm, so there is no chance of getting
burnt. An anti-scald limiter keeps the temperature
of the shower water to an agreeable 38 degrees –
and for those who prefer a hotter shower, there’s
always the option of pressing the button. Extra
safety for households with small children or
elderly people.

thermostatic shower mixer 15
504000565
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BASIN

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
501430565

single lever basin mixer DN 15
500230565

BIDET

BATH

single lever bidet mixer DN 15
502160565

single lever bath- and shower
mixer DN 15
504430565

single lever basin mixer DN 15
without pop-up waste
500260565

single lever basin mixer DN 15
501290565

single lever bath- and shower
mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
504240565

bath filler DN 20
projection 220 mm
5050405

SHOWER

concealed single lever bath and
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
506500565
KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
single lever shower mixer DN 15
88011

thermostatic shower mixer 15
504000565
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concealed single lever bath and
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against back flow
506570565
KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
single lever shower mixer DN 15
88011

1S hand-held shower with quick
lime deposit cleaning system:
shower spray
5010005-00

concealed thermostatic bath- and
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
508300565

single lever shower mixer DN 15
507140565

KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
single lever shower mixer DN 15
88011

concealed single lever shower
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
506550565

concealed thermostatic shower
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
508350565

KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
single lever shower mixer DN 15
88011

KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
single lever shower mixer DN 15
88011

chrome

required accessories

*Not illustrated

KLUDI Q-BEO

concealed valve, trim set
508150565
concealed
29809
concealed
29811
concealed
29909
concealed
29911
concealed
29927

wall supply DN 15
6554005-00

shower hook
6555105-00

valve DN 15*
valve DN 20*
valve DN 12*
valve DN 20*
valve DN 15*

A gleaming start
to the day –
showering with style

wall rail
L = 900 mm:
with floating slider and Sirenaflex
hose 1,600 mm
5012005-00

Compared with a relaxing soak in the bath,
taking a shower is a daily affair – one reason
for KLUDI to lend the shower area an extra
touch of glamour.
The KLUDI Q-BEO line offers an array of
exquisite mixer models, providing precisely
the right solution for every functional need –
from the intelligent concealed version to the
uncomplicated wall-mounted version, complete
with matching fitting elements, such as wall rail
and shower head – all in polished, distinctive
Q-BEO design.
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